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1\NNOUNCEN\ENTS
are made each c!ay a t 11 :(5 AH and 5 : 45 Pl:.
For info on \vh...t t' s ha ppe.nin 6 > stay tuned.
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ou t t he Quarter. Pl ease
r egist e r NOW for pool, tennis
( singl e s and doubles), chess and
\va t er volleyball. Con t act Activ ities
Of f i ce .

5US \NFORMA\\ON
is available on the BUS BULLETIN
BOARD in the North Lou~1; e, Bldg. B.

STAMPS
may be pur e •ased
in the Offic e of
Student Ser v i ces ,
.;.oom 115, Builc1 i r>6 B.
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Some of the services available include:

~.

F\NANCIAL AIDS

HOUS\NG

The offic e provides information concerni ng the various forms of financial aid available to students.
Applicatio n forms for loans , grants,
scholarships, and eligi~ity for
on-campus employment are provided
upon reques t , as well as any assistance needed in completing those forms

A complete file is maintained with
various types of hous ing included.
Many offerings are reasonably priced
and are located near the campus.
Notices are also posted on the
STUDENT-TO-STUDENT bulletin board in
the South Lounge of Building B and on
the b oard in front of the Library in
Bu ilding A.

5PEECH~HEAR\NG

CAREER PLANN\NG
AND EMPLOYMENT

Appointments are made and testing
is provided for students on a regular
sch eduled basis . Such testing is
requir ed for a ll graduating Educa tion
students, and is available for other
students as well.

STUDENT

H~ALTH

INSURANCE

Student Health Ins urance Program
is available to students. · The
program with Blue Cross / Bl ue Shield
provides sound health care protectio
a t a very reasonaole cost.

CAR POOLS?

Registration wi th Placement Service
provides credentials for use in job
interviews and contact with employers.
Brochures are available providing
information abou t a var i ety of fields
and employers . Interviews with
company repr esentatives are schedul ed
throughout the year.
Graduate School bulletins are availabl
from some 400 universities throughout
the United States .
Individual vocational counseling and
v ocational interest tests will be
provided upon request.

If you are interested in participating
in a car pool to eith er the St. Petersburg or Tampa Campuses, daytime or
evening, contact the Activiti es Office. We can assist you .

16
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CARE COE RV \c ES

REG\5TRATION: FIRST WEEK OF THE QUARTER; REGISTRATION
DAY BEFORE EACH QUARTER
DAY CARE REGISTRATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AFTER THESE DATES.
PROCEDURE
1.

The student- parent will make application for the Day Care Subsidy Program in the Activities Office. The first 25 students who apply will
be quaranteed reimbur sement at a rate of 50% of their cost, not to
exceed $2.00 per Quarter hour taken at USF , regardless of the number of
children the parent enrolls . An additional 10 names will be accepted
to replace any ·of the first 25 who do not comply with item /12.
Student- parents must be taking the majority of their hours on the
St . Petersburg Campus in order to be eligible for Day Care Subsidy .

2.

Within one week of their initial application, each student must supply
proof that his/her child has been accepted at a licensed day care
center or home .

3.

Upon presentation to the Director of Student Services of a paid
receipt from the day care center or home listed on his application,
the student will be pai d 50% of that amount using the University
process of paid invoices . That reimbursement will be recorded
in his file .

4.

All students who apply will be asked whether or not they receive
financial aid from USF. If so, the names will be provided to the
Off i ce of Financial Aids (Tampa) where any necessary adjustment
will be made.

5.

The rei mburs ement process will take place the last week of each
Quarter.

RECycLE
SAVE OUR TREES!

THANKS!

A large yellow container has been placed in
the parking lot on the north side of the campus near the swimming pool . Please bring
your papers from home and deposit them, too .

.
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HOURS:

8:00AM-8:30PM (Monday-Thursday); 8:00AM-5:00PM (Friday)

The Student Activities and Organizations Office is located in the North
Lounge of Building B. The staff aims to provide specific services for
students in support of their recreational/cultural development through
both on and off campus involvement:
• GENERAL INFORMATION
• DISCOUNT TICKET SALES AND SUBSIDIZATION

CROW' S NEST
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ACTIVITIES DESK

The Activities Desk is located in the South Lounge
of Building B. Services offered at the Desk include:
• CALENDAR OF EVENTS
• FREE PHONE for student use (local and Tampa Campus calls only)

• STUDENT- TO-STUDENT EXCHANGES (messages, books , etc.)

• STUDENT-TO-STUDENT ADVERTISING (on a bulletin board)

• RESERVATIONS FOR SAILBOAT CHECK-OUT; ADMINISTERING SKIPPER TESTS

• ORACLE (the USF student newspaper)

• FIRST AID

• GROW'S NEST, USFSP's weekly campus bulletin

• CAR POOL ARRANGEMENTS

• MAIL BOXES for persons wishing to receive mail on campus (pick-up
box combination in the Activities Office) FREE

• MINI - COURSES
• SUGGESTION BOX
• CHECK-OUT FOR TABLE GAMES (chess, checkers, dominoes , etc . )
• SIGN-UP SHEETS FOR CLUB ACTIVITIES and SPORTS TOURNAMENTS
• CHECK-OUT FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT (volleyball, pool cues, etc.)
• INDIVIDUAL TOURS OF CAMPUS
• REGISTRATION FOR ATHLETIC TOURNAMENTS
.ENGRAVER FOR LABELING ONE'S VALUABLES (maybe checked out overnight)
• CROW'S NEST PUBLICATION (information, announcements, humorous
articles, free student-to-student ads, et~always accepted)
• FRIDAY EVENING FILM SERIES and CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
•SIGN UP FOR STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS (and further information)
ACTIVITIES OFFICE personnel will be happy to assist you. If we can't help
you immediately, we'll investigate or refer you to another source. If
you're not on campus, call 898-7411, X 253.
WE ~PRECIATE YOUR SUGGESTIONS, COMMENTS, AND CRITICISMS!

• GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY PROJECTS AND
PROGRAMS
• MARQUEE AND BULLETIN BOARDS LISTING THE FRIDAY EVENING FILM SERIES,
TICKETS CURRENTLY ON SALE, AND PROMPT NOTICE OF SUBSIDIZED EVENTS AS AVAILABLE

5TUDENT-TO-STUDENT MEMO BOARD
STUDENT-TO-STUDENT MEMO BOARD is located in the South Lounge of Building B,
near the CALENDAR OF EVENTS. Along with sections entitled FOR RENT, FOR SALE.
etc., is an area devoted to CHILD CARE INFORMATION.
Parents wishing to exchange child care services with another student parent
may fill in one of the forms attached to the bulletin board.
Notices regarding other aspects of child care should also be placed in the
appropriate area.
Another STUDENT-TO-STUDENT HEMO BOARD is located in Building A, near the
Library entrance.

I,
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[QJSUBS\0\ZAT\ON ~~~~[~;
It is the belief of USF that participation in cultural and recreational activities is an integral part of a student's formal education ,
and the responsible use of leisure time is a goal toward which ex tracurricular activities should be directed.
Due to limitations imposed by a lack of cultural and recreational
resources on the St . Pete Campus, direct subsidization of student participation in certain community events will be employed to compensate
fo r these deficiencies.
Each student who has a major ity of hours on the St . Petersburg
Campus will be allocated 80¢ per cr edit h our to b e appl ied t oward subs idization.
Once a student has used up his subsidy , he mus t pay regular t i cket
prices, as d o faculty and staff members . All USF persons are eligible
t o buy tickets at our PURCHASE PRICE, which is often considerably l ower
t h an the regular retail price. For example :
COUNTRY DINNER PLAYHOUSE
(on a given date)

REGULAR
COST

USF
COST

SUBSIDY
PRICE

$9.90

$6.00

as low as $1.00
by using $5.00
of your subsidy.
A student taking
7 hours (times
80¢ per hour)
would have $5 . 60
subsidy.

(Figures are for one ticket,
including dinner and show.)
Some other places subsidized tickets may be
purchased for include: Bayfront Center, Sunset
Golf and Country Club, Asolo Theatre in Sarasota.

Generally, the student must pay at least $1 . 00 per subsidized ticket.
MOVIE THEATRE TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE FOR $1.25 EACH, BUT MAY NOT BE
PURCHASED BY SUBSIDIZATION.
LISTING OF TICKETS-ON-SALE is posted at the Activities Desk .

mini -courses
As sorted magazines may be perused in
the Lounges of Building B and at the
Recreation Complex. These include:
NESWEEK
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY
McCALL's
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
SATURDAY REVIEW
PSYCHOLOGY TODAY
ST. PETERSBURG THiES (daily)
When you're finished with magazines
from home, why not share them with
your classmates? Our rack is in
the South Lounge near the Snack Bar.

IN THE LIBRARY ...

A special section for books and magazines related to student activities
is in the USFSP LIBRARY . Supplementary information may be checked out
on subjects including: sailing,
survival, aviation, civil liberties,
etc.

In an effort to assist members of
the USFSP community in supplementing
academic growth and in developing
new proficiencies, Student Activities
offers several low or no cost MiniCourses through the Quarter . These
are NON-CREDIT courses.
Interested persons should sign up
immediately to insure a place in
the class as many have limited enrollment. Some of the courses are:
SAILING
CANOEING
LIFE-SAVING/SWIMMING
KARATE
GUITAR
WILDERNESS SURVIVAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
FIRST AID

----------------------------------------------------------------------~~-----------------------------------------------------------------------~
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PURPOSE: The purpose of the Student
Affairs Committee (S.A.C . ) is to formulate
local campus policy and regulations with
regard to student organizations and activities insofar as they are not in contravention to University and Board of
Regents policies and regulations. All
student activities and organizations shall
be directed by these policies .

GROW'S NEST

suspended in case of absence by club
representatiVe or designated substitute
until such time as the continued viability of the organization is demonstrated.
S.A.C. vote re-activates club monies for
expenditure.
3)

STUDENT lmMBERS-AT-LARGE -- Three students (number subject to revision
by S. A. C. as needed) who are not currently
in leadership positions in student clubs .
Potential members will be granted temporary non-voting status extending through
two S.A.C. meetings, thus allowing S.A.C.
some concrete criteria with which to evaluate the contributions of the aspirant.
Term of office: Generally, two Quarters,
with option of re-appointment by S.A.C.
Voting S.A.C . members .
Absenteeism: Membership automatically
forfeited following absence from S.A.C.
meeting . Re-appointment by vo te of S. A.C .,
either by mail vote or by majority a t a
meeting.

4)

FACULTY MEMBERSHIP

Four faculty, plus one alternate, appointed
each September by the Dean of the St. Peterburg Campus (following yearly notification
to the Dean by S.A.C. to this effect.)
Term of Office : One year, with op~ion of
reappointment.
Voting S.A.C. members .

5)

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERSHIP

Chief Administrators, 3t. Petersburg Campus
Non-voting members.

RESPONSIBILITIES: A major function of the Student Affairs Committee is to
r evi ew and recommend the activities and service fe e budget for each fiscal
year. Among its specific responsibilities (or of its sub-committees) is
the sol icitation of budget requests from clubs and review of the same . The
Student Affairs Committee is also that representative group for receiving
and communicating the needs of the campus community. It has the task of
recommending appropriate response to those same requests .
~ffiETINGS:

Regular scheduled meetings are called as needed. Members are informed a t leas t one week in advance. Meetings are generally held on Fridays
from 9 to 11 AM in the North Lounge Conference Room, Building B.
COMPOSITION :
1)

2)

The Student Affairs Committee will be composed of:

STUDENT CHAIRPERSON -- An individual elected from the student
membership by majority vote of the entire
S.A.C. An alternate will also be selected.
Term of office: Two Quarters, with option
for re-election.
Voting S.A.C. member.
Absenteeism: Automatic removal from position following unexcused absence from a
s.A.C. meeting.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION REPRESENTATION
One club representative selected by each
campus club (9); alternate suggested.
Term of office: Determined by each student
organization.
Voting S.A.C. member.
-- Absenteeism: Club monies automatically

Page Nine ·

All interes ted students, faculty, and staff members are always encouraged to
attend S.A.C. meetings.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN SERVING ON S.A.C. OR WOULD LIKE ANY FURTHER INFORMA':'"
TION, PLEASE CONTACT THE ACTIVITIES OFFICE. ALL S.A.C. COMMUNICATIONS WILL
BE DIRECTED TO THE STUDENT CHAIRPERSON .
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Persons interested in obtaining information or membership in USFSP student
organizations should contact the Student Organizations and Activities Office.
Messages for club representatives may also be left in this Office.
Ea£h student organization is open to any interested individual regardless of
major. Meetings will be announced on bulletin boards and in the CROW'S NEST.
Students desiring to form a new club or special interest group on campus
should cont ac t the Activities Office. USFSP clubs include :
• CHESS CLUB
•STUDENT CHAPTER A}illRICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION (ACLU)
•FLYING CLUB
•STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (SEA)
•HISTORY COMMUNITY
•}1ANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION (MA)
•ALPHA PSI CHI, Psychology Club
•STUDENT ACCOUNTING ORGANIZATION (SAO)
•STUDENT INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION SOCIETY (SHfS)
•VETERANS CLUB
•HOMEN'S CENTER
•YOUNG DEMOCRATS

AMER\CAN ClVIL L\BER\lES UN\ON

The Student Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union •vorks in
ccnj unction '"i th its parer,t group, the Greater St. Petersburg Chapter of
the ACLU. Its purpose is to serve these ends:
to uphold the guarantees of
freedom of speech, press, assembly, religion, and thought as provided in the
United States Constitution and the Bill of Rights and to uphold the Florida
State Constitution and Declaration of Ri ghts; to uphold due process of law
and equal protection under the law as provided by the Constitution· to
encourage an appreciation of our basic liberties; to perpetuate, through a
program of education and positive action, respect and devoti on for freedom
and liberty.

A~~OC\AT\ON

Student Education Association is a professional organization designed
to introduce potential teachers and interns to the many facets of being an
educator . Hembers can participate in sundry activities including seminars,
films, meetings, etc .

'
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FLY\NG CLUB
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STUDENT EDUCP\T\ON

CROW' S NEST

Aviation enthusiast?
The Flying Club offers its members an opportunity to learn to fly
and attain pilots ratings at affordable prices. The group maintains
relations with three local Fixed Base Operators. Ground school, films,
and seminars, to help pilots pass the written flight exam and to
maintain proficiency, are held periodically throughout the year . Tours
of F.A.A. facilities have also been conducted.
The St. Pete organization has shared fly-ins with the club on the
Tampa Campus. The Flying Club, has, in the past, offered free rides to
students at Alb ert Whitted Airport on announced dates.
~urrently, the Flying Club is in need of leadership to carry on
with its program•
Contact Student Activities for further information.

H\STORY COMMUNITY

The purpose of the History Community is to enable students to pursue
more readily their interest in historical, cultural, and intellectual
matters. The Community achieves this by sponsoring guest authorities,
films and discussions on, subjects both of current and historical interest

MANAGEMENT ASSOC\AT\ON
The primary goals of the Management Association (MA) are to
stimulate members' interests in the study of management, to promote
interest in the field of management as a profession, and to be of
service to the University of South Florida and the community.
All students majoring in management or interested in the field
are encouraged to Join. Membership dues are $3.00 per Quarter. Programs
include several luncheons with guest speakers, job interviews for
prospective management graduates, projects for community awareness of
the management program at USFSP.
Last year MA sponsored a Christmas Project and Toy Closet in
conjunction \vith the Division of Family Services. Individuals within
th~ USF community bought new toys to be given to orphans, victims of
chlld abuse, and other youngsters·placed in DFS foster homes. ~~pro
vided coffee and donuts for participants.
Additionally, athletic events are held periodically with the Senior
Accounting Organization.

CROW' S NEST

ALPHA PSl CH \
Alpha Psi Chi, the Psychology club, seeks to complement academic
studies related to the behavioral sciences.
Students may also be invited to become a member of the nationallychartered honorary, Psi Chi. Qualifications for membership include:
l) Psychology major; 2) 2.7 overall GPA; 3) 3.0 in Psychology (at least
12 hours). Membership indicates certified high scholastic acheivement.
As Psi Chi is APA affiliated, members are admitted to APA conventions,
both national and regional. Each person pays a lifetime membership fee
of $15.00 to the national society.

STUDENT ACCOUNT\NG ORG/\N\ZATION

Student Accounting Organization (SAO) attempts to supplement class
room education with involvement in accounting oriented programs. The club
holds regular luncheons with guest speakers from the business community.
The speakers are generally from varied fields of business but usually are
associated with either private, governmental, or public agencies.
The club also sponsors a Book Consignment on campus to provide
us ed books for students.
Additionally , SAO members trek to St. Pete Junior College periodically to counsel prospective USFSP students, mainly Accounting majors , on
course requirements and curriculum as well as facilities and advantages
of th is campus . SAO also works with the Small Business Administration in
helping to counsel small businesses in accounting practices.
Membership dues are paid each Quarter.

WOMEN'S
CENTER
The traditional process of social conditioning has directerl women
towards having little sense of their own worth and little awareness of what
their options might be. In order to function as effective members of society , women need to develop·skills, strategies and knowledge that can be used
to the advantage of society. It seems obvious that a service is needed
which will help prepare women as contributing, independent members of society . The purpose of the Women's Center is to serve the special needs of the
women of the University and of the community, which are currently unmet,
and to provide support for women to become self-actualizing individuals.
The Women's Center is located in Building B, upstairs in Room 243.
The telephone number is 898-7411, X 202.
The coordina·t ion, information and referral services it provides ,as well
as the cultural events it sponsors are open to all members of the campus
community. Books, magazines, and other materials may be checked-out.
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51UDENT'5 INTERNATIONAL
MED\TAT\ON 50ClETY (51 MS)

Th~ purpose of SIMS ls to help each student to expand his conscious
mind, unfold his mental abilities, and develop the full use of his
creative intelligence in all fields of endeavor.
Goals are approached through the use of a proven, safe and natural
technique called Transcendental Heditation (TM).
SIMS on the St . Petersburg Campus ~rill hold meetings at regular intervals for members , as well as make available informative lectures fot
the campus community. From time to time, SIMS will show video tapes
and movies .
For more information, literature is available in the Student Activities
Office, SIMS mailbox.

VET~RAN'S

CLUB

Membership in the Veterans Club is open to all USF studnets, faculty,
and staff members. Some of its objectives include: assis ting vets in
readjusting to the academic community; providing social interaction
between veterans; and allowing vets opportunities for general discussion
of their problems and progress.
,
11
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Are your clothes fitting a little too tightly these days?

Do you
Do you

~vant to lose those few extra pounds acquired during the vacation?

have a weight problem that you'd like to do something about?
Sign up today for the Diet Club, a special interest group designed
~o ba~tle the b~lge. The club is for those people ~.;rho are really interested
1n do1ng someth1ng about their weight and general physical fitness.
Members will plan a general meeting in which to set goals, plan future
sessions, and help each other in that endless struggle to stay trim.
Don't be shy. Confidentiality assured. Stop by the Activities Office
pronto.

CHESS

CLUB

Interested in participating in regular
chess games and tournaments? Contact
Student Activities .

-------------------------------------------------------------------------CROW' S NEST
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SOFTBALL AND BASKETBALL teams composed of members of the USFSP campus
community par ticipate in the St. Petersburg City League. For futher information, contact the Activities Office.

SW\MM\NG POOL

GOLF, TENNIS, POOL, and CHESS TOURNAMENTS are held periodically throughout
the year for the campus populace. Sign up in the Activities Office.
WATER VOLLEYBALL games are held seasonally at the pool.

is located in the RECREATION COMPLEX,
Building G.

USFSP's POOL is open to all USF
students, faculty, staff members
and their families (when accompanied by a USF person).
Outside guests are limited
to TWO per student family.

Individuals may purchase greens fees tickets which are good at any time
at SUNSET GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB on Snell Isle (at a special discount rate-see SUBSIDIZATION).
See the RECREATION BULLETIN BOARD in the North Lounge of Building B for
the latest information on sports and recreational activities.

POOL HOURS:

RE-OPENS QUARTER Ill
SWIM AND STAY FIT! Join the Red Cross swimming and fitness program
by signing up with the Lifeguard . No cost, of course. Swim
50 MILES IN YOUR SPARE TIME in quarter-mile segments. Then, fill in
the chart at the pool. You'll be awarded a c2rtificate after each
10 mile set.
SWIMMING LESSONS are regularly taught as a mini-course.
contact the Lifeguard or the Activities Office.

Members of the USFSP campus community may utilize the DARKROOM, located in
t h e south end of Building A, when placed on a Quarterly qualification list •.
I n terested individuals may be cleared to use the darkroom by contacting the
Activities Office. Upon satisfactory completion of a proficiency test in the
darkroom and payment of $3 per Quarter, you will be put on the approved list.

For details,

<n [p<D{RlJ~
USFSP offers a diversified recreational program . Though there are no
inter- collegiate sports events held on the St . Pete Campus, students may
compete in intramural activities . Periodicall~ tournaments are
coordinated with local groups, in the spirit of good fun .
POOL TABLES are located in the room behind the Bookstore in Building A.
Pool cues may be checked out in the Activities Office.
The RECREATION COMPLEX. adjacent to the Swimming Pool in Building G,
houses assorted table games, POOL TABLES, PING-PONG TABLES, equipment
for WATER VOLLEYBALL, etc.
A variety of table games, tennis rackets, volleyball , badminton sets,
h orsesho~s, basketball, and softball equipment may be checked- out for
we'ekend usage through the Activities Office.

To use the darkroom, you'll check out the key from the Receptionist in the
lobby of Building A and present identification. Additionally, you'll sign the
appropriate check- out forms at that time, noting name, date, and time-in. Be
sure to return 1Q the Receptionist when you're finished and sign out . Guests
may accompany you but must be noted on the check-out form.
No person will be issued the key to the darkroom unless his name appears on
the approved list.
Irregularities and equipment damage should be reported immediately.
The $3 fee per Quarter is used for darkroom upkeep and chemicals.
and developing paper must be furnished by each photographer.

Film

Mini-courses in Photography and Darkroom Procedure are held each Quarter.
Contact the Activities Office for details.

-!
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SA\L\NG

RED CROSS BEGINNING SAILING courses are
offered each Quarter .

Two sailboats are available for check- out by members of the
USFSP campus community. These boats are a RHODES 19 and a
CAL 20. Both vessels are moored on the northwestern end of
the Bayboro peninsula . Sailing equipment is stored in a
nearby locker.
SKIPPER ELIGIBILITY
In order to be placed on the approved skipper's list for either the CAL 20
or the RHODES 19 , an individual must pass both written and skill tests. The
written tests may be taken at any time in the Activities Office. Skill tests
are by appointment only. Contact the Dockmaster through the Activities
Office. Skippers will also be required to demonstrate proficiency in using
the outboard motor.

IN CA5~ OF EMERGENC'I
EM~RG E NCY
MED\CAL SERV\CES ON CAMPUS, CONTAC.T:
If you are a student at the St. Petersburg
Campus and be come ill or injured while
on campus, certain medical services can
be provided t h rough the school without
cost to you.
1.

2.

RESERVATION PROCEDURE
The boa ts are available for blocks of sailing time daily from 8 AM till sunset (generally 8 AM- 1 PM; 1 PM- sunset). All reservations must be mad e at l
least one day in advance through the Activities Office. If you wish to make
weekend reservations, it's best to do so early in the week. Remember, you
cannot reserve boats through Security.
CHECK- OUT/CHECK-IN PROCEDURE
Skippers are responsibl e for the boat, the equip1nent, and the s a fety of all
passenger s . Check I N and OUT at the Activities Office on weekdays or a t the
Security Station on \veekends. The Coast Guard will be called immediately i f
a boa t is t aken out \vithout authorization. Fill out appropriate forms , in
case of emergencies, and chart your destination on the nautical map. The
combination to the sailing locker will also be given to you when you
check- out.

PLEASE HELP US KEEP THE BOATS IN TOP-NOTCH CONDITION BY HANDLING ALL EQUIPMEN~
WI TH ~ARE AND BY REPORTING IRREGULARITIES OR DA}1AGES IMMED IATELY. THANKS.

If you should become ill while at
school and want t o fO home, this can
be provided for you . This a ssistance
will consist of contacting a friend
at your request or providing a taxi .

STUDENT SERVICES:

X 210

STUDENT ACTIVITIES :

X 253

or . dial 0 for Operator
SECURITY:

X 241

FIRST AID

assistance may be obtained at
the following locations:

In an emergency, you can be taken by
• RECEPTIONIST
taxicab or ambulance to either BayBuilding A
front Medical Center or Suncoast
Medical Clinic for treatment. The
• STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
University will pay for ambulance
North Lounge, Building B
service up to $20.00 and will also
pay up to $75.00 of the bill for
t SWIMMING POOL
emergency services, including
doctor's fees associated with
•SECURITY
Emergency Room care. This does not
cover the cost of hospitalization should it be required but is solely for.
Emergency Room treatment.
PLEASE NOTE:

Off- campus medical care is your own financial responsibility unless authorized prior to treatment by the
Office of Student Services (between the hours of
8:00AM and 8 : 30PM). The receptionist in Building A
will also know how to obtain emergency authorization.

3.

If you have the STUDENT GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE and wish to file a
claim, the St. Petersburg Campus Student Services Off ices has the
necessary forms and information to help you.

4.

IF YOU ARE TAKING FIVE HOURS OR MORE AT THE TAMPA CAMPUS , YOU WILL BE
REQUIRED TO PAY A $10.00 HEALTH SERVICE FEE TO COVER THE COSTS OF
ADDITIONAL SERVICES AT THAT CAMPUS . PAYMENT DUE FIRST WEEK OF THE
QUARTER .

INSURANCE
Be s ure to wa tch the weather and check for smal l craft warning s . In case of
inclement weather, boat s will not be checked out, even if reserved. Our boat
insurance covers another craf t, if you should hit it, but not the RHODES, the
CAL, or YOU! REMEMBER , BE CAREFUL, YOU'RE SAILING AT YOUR OWN RISK.
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CROW'S NEST
The CROW'S NEST is printed
weekly on Tuesdays.
If you have any announcements,
pertinent information, features,
persona l s, free s t udent-to-student
advertising (For Sale, For Rent , e t c. ) ,
please leave them at the
Activities Office. Deadline
for submitted material i s the
preceding Thursday
before publication.

The Office of Veterans Affairs is the contact office for students
r ece iving V.A. benefits. It is possible to receive the 60-day deferment
of tuition fees, the V.A. Advanced Payment and V.A. Benefits counseling in
the Office. The director, Russ Burr , and each Vet's 6ffice assistant will
be happy to help with any problems . Please stop by the Office, Room 152
in the South Lounge of Building B, or call 898-7411, X 286 .

AUDIO-V\SUAL DEPARTMENT

The St . Petersburg Campus AUDIO- VISUAL DEPARTMENT is located in Building A,
Rooms 151-152. The following items and services are available:

STUDENT-TO-STUDENT ads FREE i n the
Craw's Nes t .

• Transparencies made for overhead projectors

Progr ams, activities, and facilities of USF
are avail able to all on a non-discriminatory
basis without regard to race, color, creed,
religion, sex, age, or national origin. USF is
an affirmative action Equal Opportunity Employer.

.Replacement lamps for a variety of projectors
• 5" and 7" audio tapes in economy and deluxe quality
• Casse ttes in two qualities
• Video t a pes

The CROW ' S NEST i s printed by the Student
Activit ies Office. St ud ent s interested i n
assis t i ng with i t, please s t op by or call
898-7 411 , X253.

USF PHOTO I . D. CARDS can a ls o be made up in the A/V Offic e between
Registr a tions .
Contact Bob Thrush.

SNACK BAR

LIBRARY

is locat ed in the South Lounge of
Building B and i s open :
8 AM - 8 PM
MTWR
8AM-3Pt-I
F

is located in the
Building A and is
9 AM- 10
9 AM - 5
9 AM - 1

BOOKSTORE

SECURliY

is located in t he middle of Building A and is open :
9- 1 PH and 3-6: 45 PM MTWR
9- 1 PH
F

south end of
open:
PM
~1TWR
PM
Fri.
PM
Sa t.

is located in the small white build i ng
at the entrance t o t he university.
JUMPER CABLES a r e av ailab le t o assi s t
you in sta r ting your a il i ng auto .

CAS~I~P'S
Cent ral Administr ation's
CASHIER'S OFFICE is located
i n t h e lobby of Build i ng A,
provides assor t ed services
t o studen ts, i ncluding:
• check cashing
•procuring schola r ship
checks from th e Tampa Campus

OFF\CE
0

~[1rnJ~U
AND
LSCIDM~©

Untitled
ANNOUNCEMENTS
are made each day at 11:15 AM and 5:45 P.M. For info on what's happening stay tuned.
Tournaments are periodically held throughout the Quarter. Please register
NOW for pool, tennis (singles and doubles), chess and water volleyball.
Contact Activities Office.
University of South Florida
St . Petersburg Campus
Vol.7,No.6
January 5, 1976
BUS INFORMATIONis available on the BUS BULLETIN BOARD in the North Lounge, Bldg. B.
STAMPS may be purchased in the Office of Student Services , Room 115, Building B.
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Some of the services available include:
FINANCIAL AIDS HOUSING
The office provides information concerning the various forms of financial aid
available to students. Application forms for loans , grants, scholarships, and
eligibility for on-campus employment are provided upon request, as well as any
assistance needed in completing those forms
SPEECH-HEARING
Appointments are made and testing is provided for students on a regular
scheduled basis . Such testing is required for all graduating Education
students, and is available for other students as well.
STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE
Student Health Insurance Program is available to students.
The program with Blue Cross/Blue Shield provides sound health care protection
at a very reasonable cost.
HOUSING
A complete file is maintained with various types of housing included.
Many offerings are reasonably priced and are located near the campus.
Notices are also posted on the STUDENT-TO-STUDENT bulletin board in
the South Lounge of Building B and on the board in front of the Library in
Building A.
CAREER PLANNING
AND EMPLOYMENT
Registration wi th Placement Service provides credentials for use in job
interviews and contact with employers. Brochures are available providing
information about a variety of fields and employers. Interviews with
company representatives are scheduled throughout the year.
Graduate School bulletins are available from some 400 universities throughout
the United States.
Individual vocational counseling and vocational interest tests will be
provided upon request.
CAR POOLS? If you are interested in participating
in a car pool to either the St. Petersburg or Tampa Campuses, daytime or
evening, contact the Activities Office. We can assist you .
DAY CARE SERVICES
REGISTRATION: FIRST WEEK OF THE QUARTER; REGISTRATION
DAY BEFORE EACH QUARTER
Page 1
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DAY CARE REGISTRATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AFTER THESE DATES.
PROCEDURE
1. The student- parent will make application for the Day Care Subsidy
Program in the Activities Office. The first 25 students who apply will
be guaranteed reimbursement at a rate of 50% of their cost, not to
exceed $2.00 per Quarter hour taken at USF, regardless of the number of
children the parent enrolls. An additional 10 names will be accepted
to replace any of the first 25 who do not comply with item 12.
Student- parents must be taking the majority of their hours on the
St. Petersburg Campus in order to be eligible for Day Care Subsidy .
2. Within one week of their initial application, each student must supply
proof that his/her child has been accepted at a licensed day care
center or home .
3 . Upon presentation to the Director of Student Services of a paid
receipt from the day care center or home listed on his application,
the student will be paid 50% of that amount using the University
process of paid invoices. That reimbursement will be recorded
in his file .
4 . All students who apply will be asked whether or not they receive
financial aid from USF. If so, the names will be provided to the
Office of Financial Aids (Tampa) where any necessary adjustment
will be made.
5 . The reimbursement process will take place the last week of each
Quarter.
Recycle
SAVE OUR TREES! THANKS!
A large yellow container has been placed in
the parking lot on the north side of the campus near the swimming pool.
Please bring your papers from home and deposit them, too .
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
HOURS: 8:00AM-8:30PM (Monday-Thursday); 8:00AM-5:00PM (Friday)
The Student Activities and Organizations Office is located in the North
Lounge of Building B. The staff aims to provide specific services for
students in support of their recreational/cultural development through
both on and off campus involvement:
GENERAL INFORMATION
DISCOUNT TICKET SALES AND SUBSIDIZATION
STUDENT-TO-STUDENT EXCHANGES (messages, books , etc.)
RESERVATIONS FOR SAILBOAT CHECK-OUT; ADMINISTERING SKIPPER TESTS
FIRST AID
CAR POOL ARRANGEMENTS
MINI-COURSES
CHECK-OUT FOR TABLE GAMES (chess, checkers, dominoes , etc . )
CHECK-OUT FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT (volleyball, pool cues, etc.)
INDIVIDUAL TOURS OF CAMPUS
REGISTRATION FOR ATHLETIC TOURNAMENTS
ENGRAVER FOR LABELING ONE'S VALUABLES (maybe checked out overnight)
CROW'S NEST PUBLICATION (information, announcements, humorous
articles, free student-to-student ads, always accepted)
FRIDAY EVENING FILM SERIES and CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
SIGN UP FOR STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS (and further information)
ACTIVITIES OFFICE personnel will be happy to assist you. If we can't help
you immediately, we'll investigate or refer you to another source. If
Page 2
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you're not on campus, call 898-7411, X 253.
WE APPRECIATE YOUR SUGGESTIONS, COMMENTS, AND CRITICISMS!
CROW' S NEST
ACTIVITIES DESK
The Activities Desk is located in the South Lounge
of Building B. Services offered at the Desk include:
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
FREE PHONE for student use (local and Tampa Campus calls only)
STUDENT-TO-STUDENT ADVERTISING (on a bulletin board)
ORACLE (the USF student newspaper)
CROW'S NEST, USFSP's weekly campus bulletin
MAIL BOXES for persons wishing to receive mail on campus (pick-up box
combination in the Activities Office) FREE
SUGGESTION BOX
SIGN-UP SHEETS FOR CLUB ACTIVITIES and SPORTS TOURNAMENTS
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY PROJECTS AND
PROGRAMS
MARQUEE AND BULLETIN BOARDS LISTING THE FRIDAY EVENING FILM SERIES,
TICKETS CURRENTLY ON SALE, AND PROMPT NOTICE OF SUBSIDIZED EVENTS AS AVAILABLE
STUDENT-TO-STUDENT MEMO BOARD
STUDENT-TO-STUDENT MEMO BOARD is located in the South Lounge of Building B,
near the CALENDAR OF EVENTS. Along with sections entitled FOR RENT, FOR SALE.
etc., is an area devoted to CHILD CARE INFORMATION.
Parents wishing to exchange child care services with another student parent
may fill in one of the forms attached to the bulletin board.
Notices regarding other aspects of child care should also be placed in the
appropriate area.
Another STUDENT-TO-STUDENT HEMO BOARD is located in Building A, near the
Library entrance.
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SUBSIDIZATION
It is the belief of USF that participation in cultural and recreational
activities is an integral part of a student's formal education,
and the responsible use of leisure time is a goal toward which extra
curricular activities should be directed.
Due to limitations imposed by a lack of cultural and recreational
resources on the St . Pete Campus, direct subsidization of student
participation in certain community events will be employed to compensate
for these deficiencies.
Each student who has a majority of hours on the St . Petersburg
Campus will be allocated 80 cents per credit hour to be applied toward
subsidization.
Once a student has used up his subsidy , he must pay regular ticket
prices, as do faculty and staff members . All USF persons are eligible
to buy tickets at our PURCHASE PRICE, which is often considerably lower
than the regular retail price. For example :
COUNTRY DINNER PLAYHOUSE
(on a given date)
(Figures are for one ticket,
including dinner and show.)
REGULAR
Page 3
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COST
$9.90
USF
COST
$6.00
Some other places subsidized tickets may be
purchased for include: Bayfront Center, Sunset
Golf and Country Club, Asolo Theatre in Sarasota.
SUBSIDY
PRICE
as low as $1.00
by using $5.00
of your subsidy.
A student taking
7 hours (times
80 cents per hour)
would have $5.60
subsidy.
Generally, the student must pay at least $1.00 per subsidized ticket.
MOVIE THEATRE TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE FOR $1.25 EACH, BUT MAY NOT BE
PURCHASED BY SUBSIDIZATION.
LISTING OF TICKETS-ON-SALE is posted at the Activities Desk .
CROW'S NEST
Assorted magazines may be perused in the Lounges of Building B and at the
Recreation Complex. These include:
NESWEEK POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY
McCALL's SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
SATURDAY REVIEW PSYCHOLOGY TODAY
ST. PETERSBURG THiES (daily)
When you're finished with magazines from home, why not share them with
your classmates? Our rack is in the South Lounge near the Snack Bar.
IN THE LIBRARY ... A special section for books and magazines related
to student activities is in the USFSP LIBRARY . Supplementary information
may be checked out on subjects including: sailing,
survival, aviation, civil liberties, etc.
Page Seven
mini-courses
In an effort to assist members of the USFSP community in supplementing
academic growth and in developing new proficiencies, Student Activities
offers several low or no cost Mini Courses through the Quarter . These
are NON-CREDIT courses.
Interested persons should sign up immediately to insure a place in
the class as many have limited enrollment. Some of the courses are:
SAILING
CANOEING
LIFE-SAVING/SWIMMING
KARATE
GUITAR
WILDERNESS SURVIVAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
FIRST AID
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PURPOSE: The purpose of the Student Affairs Committee (S.A.C.) is
to formulate local campus policy and regulations with regard to
student organizations and activities in so far as they are not in
contravention to University and Board of Regents policies and
Page 4
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regulations. All student activities and organizations shall
be directed by these policies .
RESPONSIBILITIES: A major function of the Student Affairs Committee is to
review and recommend the activities and service fee budget for each fiscal
year. Among its specific responsibilities (or of its sub-committees) is
the solicitation of budget requests from clubs and review of the same . The
Student Affairs Committee is also that representative group for receiving
and communicating the needs of the campus community. It has the task of
recommending appropriate response to those same requests .
MEETINGS: Regular scheduled meetings are called as needed. Members are in
formed at least one week in advance. Meetings are generally held on Fridays
from 9 to 11 AM in the North Lounge Conference Room, Building B.
COMPOSITION : The Student Affairs Committee will be composed of:
1) STUDENT CHAIRPERSON -- An individual elected from the student
membership by majority vote of the entire S.A.C. An alternate will
also be selected.
Term of office: Two Quarters, with option for re-election.
Voting S.A.C. member.
Absenteeism: Automatic removal from position following unexcused absence from a
s.A.C. meeting.
2) STUDENT ORGANIZATION REPRESENTATION
One club representative selected by each
campus club (9); alternate suggested.
Term of office: Determined by each student
organization.
Voting S.A.C. member.
Absenteeism: Club monies automatically
3) STUDENT MEMBERS-AT-LARGE
4) FACULTY MEMBERSHIP
5) EX-OFFICIO MEMBERSHIP
suspended in case of absence by club
Representative or designated substitute
until such time as the continued viability of the organization is demonstrated.
S.A.C. vote re-activates club monies for
expenditure.
Three students (number subject to revision
by S.A. C. as needed) who are not currently
in leadership positions in student clubs .
Potential members will be granted temporary non-voting status extending through
two S.A.C. meetings, thus allowing S.A.C.
some concrete criteria with which to evaluate the contributions of the aspirant.
Term of office: Generally, two Quarters,
with option of re-appointment by S.A.C.
Voting S.A.C . members .
Absenteeism: Membership automatically
forfeited following absence from S.A.C.
meeting . Re-appointment by vote of S. A.C .,
either by mail vote or by majority at a
meeting.
Four faculty, plus one alternate, appointed
each September by the Dean of the St. Petersburg Campus (following yearly
notification to the Dean by S.A.C. to this effect.)
Term of Office : One year, with option of
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reappointment.
Voting S.A.C. members .
Chief Administrators, t. Petersburg Campus
Non-voting members.
All interested students, faculty, and staff members are always encouraged to
attend S.A.C. meetings.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN SERVING ON S.A.C. OR WOULD LIKE ANY FURTHER
INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT THE ACTIVITIES OFFICE. ALL S.A.C. COMMUNICATIONS
WILL BE DIRECTED TO THE STUDENT CHAIRPERSON .
THESE EVENTS WILL OCCUR ON THE ST. PETERSBURG CAMPUS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT THE ACTIVITIES OFFICE 898-7411
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
JANUARY 4 5 12TH DAY Of CANOEING REGISTRATION CHRISTMAS
Auditorium
MINI-COURSE Utah was the 45th state admitted to 2-6:30PM HAPPY BIRTHDAY Of
BEGINS at Tom Mix (1880)
Coquina Key the Union in 1896 Carl Sandburg (1878) Rec. Center 3 PM
FREE NEW ORLEANS
CLASSES BEGIN ACTIVITIES DESK
HAPPY BIRTHDAY,ALLEN
MATTHEW BRADY died 1896.
National THRIFT WEEK
Pioneer American phographer, famous for his pictorial record of Civil War
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
SPECIAL GUEST 6
USF HOMECOMING JANUARY 13 TO 20
CLN Course 20 21 22. FRIDAY EVENING FILM sERIEs 23
SEMINAR-RECEPTION
2:30 PM North Lounge
URBAN SURVIVAL MINI-COURSES at the ACTIVITIES DESK 8 PM Auditorium
To FRIDAY Evening FILM SERIES
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
7:30 PM VINNY "LEGS" D'ANGELO
Student Activities
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
URBAN SURVIVALS JIM FERGUSON
Auditorium
Veterans Affairs
SURVIVAL
Topic: PUBLIC
HEALTH
FREE 7:30 PM
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT (1882)
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Persons interested in obtaining information or membership in USFSP student
organizations should contact the Student Organizations and Activities Office.
Messages for club representatives may also be left in this Office.
Each student organization is open to any interested individual regardless of
major. Meetings will be announced on bulletin boards and in the CROW'S NEST.
Students desiring to form a new club or special interest group on campus
should contact the Activities Office. USFSP clubs include :
CHESS CLUB
STUDENT CHAPTER AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION (ACLU)
FLYING CLUB
STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (SEA)
HISTORY COMMUNITY
Page 6
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MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION (MA)
ALPHA PSI CHI, Psychology Club
STUDENT ACCOUNTING ORGANIZATION (SAO)
STUDENT INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION SOCIETY (SHfS)
VETERANS CLUB
WOMEN'S CENTER
YOUNG DEMOCRATS
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTTES UNION
The Student Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union works in
conjunction with its parent group, the Greater St. Petersburg Chapter of
the ACLU. Its purpose is to serve these ends: to uphold the guarantees of
freedom of speech, press, assembly, religion, and thought as provided in the
United States Constitution and the Bill of Rights and to uphold the Florida
State Constitution and Declaration of Rights; to uphold due process of law
and equal protection under the law as provided by the Constitution to
encourage an appreciation of our basic liberties; to perpetuate, through a
program of education and positive action, respect and devoti on for freedom
and liberty.
STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
Student Education Association is a professional organization designed
to introduce potential teachers and interns to the many facets of being an
educator. Members can participate in sundry activities including seminars,
films, meetings, etc .
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Flying CLUB
Aviation enthusiast?
The Flying Club offers its members an opportunity to learn to fly
and attain pilots ratings at affordable prices. The group maintains
relations with three local Fixed Base Operators. Ground school, films,
and seminars, to help pilots pass the written flight exam and to
maintain proficiency, are held periodically throughout the year . Tours
of F.A.A. facilities have also been conducted.
The St. Pete organization has shared fly-ins with the club on the
Tampa Campus. The Flying Club, has, in the past, offered free rides to
students at Albert Whitted Airport on announced dates.
Currently, the Flying Club is in need of leadership to carry on
with its program Contact Student Activities for further information.
HISTORY COMMUNITY
The purpose of the History Community is to enable students to pursue
more readily their interest in historical, cultural, and intellectual
matters. The Community achieves this by sponsoring guest authorities,
films and discussions on, subjects both of current and historical interest
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
The primary goals of the Management Association (MA) are to
stimulate members' interests in the study of management, to promote
interest in the field of management as a profession, and to be of
service to the University of South Florida and the community.
All students majoring in management or interested in the field
are encouraged to Join. Membership dues are $3.00 per Quarter. Programs
include several luncheons with guest speakers, job interviews for
prospective management graduates, projects for community awareness of
the management program at USFSP.
Last year MA sponsored a Christmas Project and Toy Closet in
conjunction with the Division of Family Services. Individuals within
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the USF community bought new toys to be given to orphans, victims of
child abuse, and other youngsters placed in DFS foster homes. provided
coffee and donuts for participants.
Additionally, athletic events are held periodically with the Senior
Accounting Organization.
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ALPHA PSI CHI
Alpha Psi Chi, the Psychology club, seeks to complement academic
studies related to the behavioral sciences.
Students may also be invited to become a member of the nationally
chartered honorary, Psi Chi. Qualifications for membership include:
l) Psychology major; 2) 2.7 overall GPA; 3) 3.0 in Psychology (at least
12 hours). Membership indicates certified high scholastic acheivement.
As Psi Chi is APA affiliated, members are admitted to APA conventions,
both national and regional. Each person pays a lifetime membership fee
of $15.00 to the national society.
STUDENT ACCOUNTING ORGANIZATION
Student Accounting Organization (SAO) attempts to supplement class
room education with involvement in accounting oriented programs. The club
holds regular luncheons with guest speakers from the business community.
The speakers are generally from varied fields of business but usually are
associated with either private, governmental, or public agencies.
The club also sponsors a Book Consignment on campus to provide
used books for students.
Additionally, SAO members trek to St. Pete Junior College periodically
to counsel prospective USFSP students, mainly Accounting majors , on
course requirements and curriculum as well as facilities and advantages
of this campus . SAO also works with the Small Business Administration in
helping to counsel small businesses in accounting practices.
Membership dues are paid each Quarter.
WOMEN'S CENTER
The traditional process of social conditioning has directed women
towards having little sense of their own worth and little awareness of what
their options might be. In order to function as effective members of society,
women need to develop skills, strategies and knowledge that can be used
to the advantage of society. It seems obvious that a service is needed
which will help prepare women as contributing, independent members of society.
The purpose of the Women's Center is to serve the special needs of the
women of the University and of the community, which are currently unmet,
and to provide support for women to become self-actualizing individuals.
The Women's Center is located in Building B, upstairs in Room 243.
The telephone number is 898-7411, X 202.
The coordination, information and referral services it provides, as well
as the cultural events it sponsors are open to all members of the campus
community. Books, magazines, and other materials may be checked-out.
CROW'S NEST
Page Thirteen
STUDENTSINTERNATIONAL MEDITATION

SOCIETY (SIMS)
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The purpose of SIMS is to help each student to expand his conscious
mind, unfold his mental abilities, and develop the full use of his
creative intelligence in all fields of endeavor.
Goals are approached through the use of a proven, safe and natural
technique called Transcendental Meditation (TM).
SIMS on the St . Petersburg Campus will hold meetings at regular intervals
for members , as well as make available informative lectures for
the campus community. From time to time, SIMS will show video tapes
and movies.
For more information, literature is available in the Student Activities
Office, SIMS mailbox.
VETERAN'S CLUB
Membership in the Veterans Club is open to all USF studnets, faculty,
and staff members. Some of its objectives include: assisting vets in
readjusting to the academic community; providing social interaction
between veterans; and allowing vets opportunities for general discussion
of their problems and progress.
DIET CLUB
Are your clothes fitting a little too tightly these days? Do you
want to lose those few extra pounds acquired during the vacation? Do you
have a weight problem that you'd like to do something about?
Sign up today for the Diet Club, a special interest group designed
to battle the bulge. The club is for those people who are really interested
in doing someth1ng about their weight and general physical fitness.
Members will plan a general meeting in which to set goals, plan future
sessions, and help each other in that endless struggle to stay trim.
Don't be shy. Confidentiality assured. Stop by the Activities Office pronto.
CHESS CLUB
Interested in participating in regular chess games and tournaments? Contact
Student Activities .
CROW' S NEST
SWIMMING POOL
is located in the RECREATION COMPLEX, Building G.
USFSP's POOL is open to all USF students, faculty, staff members
and their families (when accompanied by a USF person).
Outside guests are limited to TWO per student family.
POOL HOURS:
RE-OPENS QUARTER III
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SWIM AND STAY FIT! Join the Red Cross swimming and fitness program
by signing up with the Lifeguard . No cost, of course. Swim
50 MILES IN YOUR SPARE TIME in quarter-mile segments. Then, fill in
the chart at the pool. You'll be awarded a c2rtificate after each
10 mile set.
SWIMMING LESSONS are regularly taught as a mini-course. For details,
contact the Lifeguard or the Activities Office.
SPORTS
USFSP offers a diversified recreational program . Though there are no
inter-collegiate sports events held on the St. Pete Campus, students may
compete in intramural activities . Periodically tournaments are
coordinated with local groups, in the spirit of good fun .
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POOL TABLES are located in the room behind the Bookstore in Building A.
Pool cues may be checked out in the Activities Office.
The RECREATION COMPLEX. adjacent to the Swimming Pool in Building G,
houses assorted table games, POOL TABLES, PING-PONG TABLES, equipment
for WATER VOLLEYBALL, etc.
A variety of table games, tennis rackets, volleyball , badminton sets,
horseshoes, basketball, and softball equipment may be checked-out for
weekend usage through the Activities Office.
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SOFTBALL AND BASKETBALL teams composed of members of the USFSP campus
community participate in the St. Petersburg City League. For futher
information, contact the Activities Office.
GOLF, TENNIS, POOL, and CHESS TOURNAMENTS are held periodically throughout
the year for the campus populace. Sign up in the Activities Office.
WATER VOLLEYBALL games are held seasonally at the pool.
Individuals may purchase greens fees tickets which are good at any time
at SUNSET GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB on Snell Isle (at a special discount rate
see SUBSIDIZATION).
See the RECREATION BULLETIN BOARD in the North Lounge of Building B for
the latest information on sports and recreational activities.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Members of the USFSP campus community may utilize the DARKROOM, located in
the south end of Building A, when placed on a Quarterly qualification list.
Interested individuals may be cleared to use the darkroom by contacting the
Activities Office. Upon satisfactory completion of a proficiency test in the
darkroom and payment of $3 per Quarter, you will be put on the approved list.
To use the darkroom, you'll check out the key from the Receptionist in the
lobby of Building A and present identification. Additionally, you'll sign the
appropriate check- out forms at that time, noting name, date, and time-in. Be
sure to return the Receptionist when you're finished and sign out . Guests
may accompany you but must be noted on the check-out form.
No person will be issued the key to the darkroom unless his name appears on
the approved list.
Irregularities and equipment damage should be reported immediately.
The $3 fee per Quarter is used for darkroom upkeep and chemicals. Film
and developing paper must be furnished by each photographer.
Mini-courses in Photography and Darkroom Procedure are held each Quarter.
Contact the Activities Office for details.
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SAILING RED CROSS BEGINNING SAILING courses are offered
Two sailboats are available for check-out by members of
USFSP campus community. These boats are a RHODES 19 and
CAL 20. Both vessels are moored on the northwestern end
the Bayboro peninsula. Sailing equipment is stored in a
nearby locker.
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SKIPPER ELIGIBILITY
In order to be placed on the approved skipper's list for either the CAL 20
or the RHODES 19 , an individual must pass both written and skill tests. The
written tests may be taken at any time in the Activities Office. Skill tests
are by appointment only. Contact the Dockmaster through the Activities
Office. Skippers will also be required to demonstrate proficiency in using
the outboard motor.
RESERVATION PROCEDURE
The boats are available for blocks of sailing time daily from 8 AM till sun
set (generally 8 AM- 1 PM; 1 PM- sunset). All reservations must be made at
least one day in advance through the Activities Office. If you wish to make
weekend reservations, it's best to do so early in the week. Remember, you
cannot reserve boats through Security.
CHECK-OUT/CHECK-IN PROCEDURE
Skippers are responsible for the boat, the equipment, and the safety of all
passengers. Check IN and OUT at the Activities Office on weekdays or at the
Security Station on weekends. The Coast Guard will be called immediately if
a boat is taken out without authorization. Fill out appropriate forms , in
case of emergencies, and chart your destination on the nautical map. The
combination to the sailing locker will also be given to you when you
check-out.
INSURANCE
Be sure to watch the weather and check for small craft warnings . In case of
inclement weather, boats will not be checked out, even if reserved. Our boat
insurance covers another craft, if you should hit it, but not the RHODES, the
CAL, or YOU! REMEMBER, BE CAREFUL, YOU'RE SAILING AT YOUR OWN RISK.
PLEASE HELP US KEEP THE BOATS IN TOP-NOTCH CONDITION BY HANDLING ALL EQUIPMENT
WITH ARE AND BY REPORTING IRREGULARITIES OR DAMAGES IMMEDIATELY. THANKS.
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IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
ON CAMPUS, CONTACT:
STUDENT SERVICES: X 210
STUDENT ACTIVITIES : X 253
or dial 0 for Operator
SECURITY: X 241
FIRST AID
assistance may be obtained at
the following locations:
RECEPTIONIST
Building A
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
North Lounge, Building B
SWIMMING POOL
SECURITY
CROW'S NEST
EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICES
If you are a student at the St. Petersburg Campus and become ill or
injured while on campus, certain medical services can
be provided through the school without cost to you.
1. If you should become ill while at school and want to for home, this can
be provided for you . This assistance will consist of contacting a friend
at your request or providing a taxi.
2 .In an emergency, you can be taken by taxicab or ambulance to either Bay
front Medical Center or Suncoast Medical Clinic for treatment. The
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University will pay for ambulance service up to $20.00 and will also
pay up to $75.00 of the bill for emergency services, including
doctor's fees associated with Emergency Room care. This does not
cover the cost of hospitalization should it be required but is solely for.
Emergency Room treatment.
PLEASE NOTE: Off- campus medical care is your own financial
responsibility unless authorized prior to treatment by the
Office of Student Services (between the hours of 8:00AM and
8 :30PM. The receptionist in Building A will also know how to
obtain emergency authorization.
3. If you have the STUDENT GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE and wish to file a
claim, the St. Petersburg Campus Student Services Offices has the
necessary forms and information to help you.
4 . IF YOU ARE TAKING FIVE HOURS OR MORE AT THE TAMPA CAMPUS , YOU WILL BE
REQUIRED TO PAY A $10.00 HEALTH SERVICE FEE TO COVER THE COSTS OF
ADDITIONAL SERVICES AT THAT CAMPUS . PAYMENT DUE FIRST WEEK OF THE QUARTER .
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The Office of Veterans Affairs is the contact office for students
receiving V.A. benefits. It is possible to receive the 60-day deferment
of tuition fees, the V.A. Advanced Payment and V.A. Benefits counseling in
the Office. The director, Russ Burr, and each Vet's office assistant will
be happy to help with any problems . Please stop by the Office, Room 152
in the South Lounge of Building B, or call 898-7411, X 286 .
AUDIO-VISUAL DEPARTMENT
The St. Petersburg Campus AUDIO-VISUAL DEPARTMENT is located in Building A,
Rooms 151-152. The following items and services are available:
Transparencies made for overhead projectors
Replacement lamps for a variety of projectors
5" and 7" audio tapes in economy and deluxe quality
Cassettes in two qualities
Video tapes
USF PHOTO I .D. CARDS can also be made up in the A/V Office between
Registrations . Contact Bob Thrush.
SNACK BAR
is located in the South
Building B and is open:
8 AM - 8 PM
8AM-3 PM
BAR
Lounge of
MTWR
F
BOOKSTORE
is located in the middle of Building A and is open :
9- 1 PM and 3-6:45 PM MTWR
9- 1 PM F
LIBRARY
is located in the south end of
Building A and is open:
9 AM- 10 PM MTWR
9 AM - 5 PM Fri.
9 AM - 1 PM Sat.
SECURITY
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is located in the small white building at the entrance to t he university.
JUMPER CABLES are available to assist you in starting your ailing auto.
CROW' S NEST
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CROW'S NEST
The CROW'S NEST is printed weekly on Tuesdays.
If you have any announcements, pertinent information, features,
personals, free student-to-student advertising (For Sale, For Rent, etc.),
please leave them at the Activities Office. Deadline for submitted material
is the preceding Thursday before publication.
STUDENT-TO-STUDENT ads FREE in the Crow's Nest.
Programs, activities, and facilities of USF are available to all on a
non-discriminatory basis without regard to race, color, creed, religion,
sex, age, or national origin. USF is an affirmative action Equal
Opportunity Employer.
The CROW'S NEST is printed by the Student Activities Office. Students
interested in assisting with it, please stop by or call
898-7411 , X253.
CASHIER'S OFFICE
Central Administration's CASHIER'S OFFICE is located
in the lobby of Building A, provides assorted services
to students, including:check cashing
procuring scholarship
checks from the Tampa Campus Upon Request
LOST AND FOUND
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